My first experience of Fenland waterways was as a
1980s student, rowing in bumping races on the Cam,
and attempting to publicise the efforts of the IWA to
restore the Lark to Mildenhall. Our family has owned
the narrow boat Scholar Gypsy for many years,
and I’ve always been keen to come back. Although
we’ve had the boat stretched twice – it’s now 56’ –
fortunately the locks on the Middle Level have also
been lengthened, and so this year we finally took the
plunge. We set off from Braunston just before Easter,
and were one of the first boats down the Nene after
the winter stoppages. Indeed we met only six other
moving boats, on this glorious and peaceful river.
Many canallers are put off by the fearsome Nene
guillotines, but we found them very straightforward
(even those few that still require human effort),
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A gypsy and a scholar
Simon Judge and his family thoroughly enjoyed their visit to the Great
Ouse in 2011 aboard ‘Scholar Gypsy’. “We’ll be back soon” says Simon.

indeed easier to operate than many locks on the
Grand Union.
My crew abandoned me at Peterborough, as
they did not fancy the trip across the Middle Level.
Again, I felt this was a much maligned waterway,
and decided to explore some of the extremities
on our return voyage (we successfully reached the
lowest point in England, at Holme Fen). Research
on the tidal transit from Salters Lode to Denver had
produced some alarming photographs of boats
marooned for hours on mud banks, but in the event
(after taking advice from Paul, the lockkeeper) it
was very straightforward. I then had a long hot trip
to our temporary home, near Upware lock on the
River Cam. I was reduced to drinking lots of water,
re-calculating at each “bend” my average speed
since leaving Denver (4.4 mph – not bad for a ditchcrawler), counting pylons, and wondering what
trolling is and why it attracts a £1,000 fine.
From Upware, we were well placed to explore
the three navigable Lodes. Imray’s guidebook is
somewhat vague about turning points, but if you
can get through the lock then you can turn at all
three termini (in each case, put the bow to the
left). Reach was somewhat challenging in a strong
crosswind, with the bows rather close to the left
bank and the stern rather close to the right, but
fortunately I didn’t meet anyone coming the other
way. I’d timed my visit to coincide with the IWA’s
annual barbeque & quiz (too much local knowledge
required), and the historic Reach Fair. Burwell
had good moorings, but was a little weedy. Our
overnight stay on the GOBA moorings at Wicken
was just magical – lovely clear water. I’m not much
of a wildlife enthusiast, but even I was impressed by
the quantity and variety of birdlife here, and indeed
throughout the Fens.
We explored most of the system during our
stay, including the Lark (a very pleasant walk up to
Mildenhall, passing several navigational structures,
still derelict), half of the Wissey, and some of the
relief channel (more interesting than it looks – and
easy rail access to Kings Lynn). I visited Cambridge
during Bumps week, hoping to see my middle
son rowing for his College. His crew had to take
part in the qualifying race the week before, and
unfortunately were comfortably last. The boat’s

spiritual home is Oxford – where my parents live –
so we got quite a bit of banter from the bank (and
my son got fined at his boat club dinner, for having
an embarrassing father). Nevertheless, if you don’t
hang about, keep a sharp lookout, and follow the
marshals’ instructions, it is quite possible to get
safely from one end of the course to the other
between races. From my perspective, Cambridge
was a bit disappointing – very few visitor moorings,
and lots of boats permanently moored on rather
narrow stretches, but I know this is
a controversial issue.
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Moored at Wicken Fen

Spectacular Moorings
and Friendly Boaters
Finally, over the Whit bank
holiday, we managed to get all
the way up the Ouse proper, to
Bedford. The Old West River, at
five in the morning, felt not quite
of this modern world. The water
meadows between St Ives and
Brampton were very special,
and we found some spectacular
moorings at Offord and Great
Barford. Castle Mills lock single
handed was a challenge – it’s
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not often one needs to use
ladders when the lock is full – and I wore my
lifejacket, as falling in would not be fun. Everyone
on the Ouse was very friendly, with rather less of the
nervousness between narrowboaters and plastic
boaters that I’ve experienced at locks elsewhere, and
everyone working to fit in as many boats as possible.
My sister was particularly grateful to the friendly
boater who rescued her, when the fan belt finally
snapped near Little Paxton.
After a very successful trip, I plan to return to
the Ouse again in a few years. In 2012, however,
Scholar Gypsy will be taking part in a rather different
experience, with 999 others: the Diamond Jubilee
pageant on the Thames tideway on 3rd June. This
will involve a large number of boats mustering in
West India Docks beforehand, in the shadow of
Canary Wharf. To prepare for that I joined a recent
convoy of seven narrowboats visiting the Boat Show
at the Excel centre, in the Royal Docks, travelling

through the Thames Barrier. I hope very much to
meet some other boats in the pageant that are flying
a GOBA pennant.
■
Simon Judge, nb Scholar Gypsy
For more photographs, please visit
www.scholargypsy.judgefamily.org.uk

Why Scholar Gypsy?
‘Scholar Gypsy’ was originally named by
Simon’s father, an Oxford don, and comes
from Matthew Arnold’s 1853 poem of the
same name:
“Or in my boat I lie, Moor’d to the cool
bank in the summer-heats, ‘Mid wide grass
meadows which the sunshine fills,”
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